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'LAVENDER RHINO
AT LAST ON SUBWAY!By IAN JOHNSON
(Boston) After nine months of delay and
legal difficulties, Gay Media Action-Advertising has announced that the consciousnessraising advertising campaign on Boston's
subway will begin December I st. According
to contracts signed November 25th with Metro Transit Advertising, the MBT A's advertising agent, the second ad will begin Jan.I st,
with the third and last installment appearing February 1st. Sinc·e the MBTA had already approved the copy, all parties see no
further difficulties.
This breakthrough was based on Gay Media Action-Advertising's decision to pay the
commercial rate for the advertising, rather
than hold out indefinitely for the much lower public service rate. The appropriate rate
became an issue lasrJune when the MBT A
rejected GMA's claim that the campaign qualified for the public service rate.
·
Designed by GMA-A as a c~nsciousnessraising program, and submitted under the
auspices of the Charles Street Universalist
Meetinghouse, a recognized non-profit organization, the program was financially planned
utilizing the public service rate of $2 per carcard. The original problem was to get the
MBTA to accept the advertising at all, because of its possible controversial nature .·
The June decision came as a shock, therefore,
since the MBT A accepted the ad but required
the $7 per car-card rate, more than tripling
the cost of the campaign. The decision was
made to challenge this move, both through
protest and legal suit.
An extensive protest campaign was
mounted, generating hundreds of letters to
the MBT A and Metro Transit Advertising,
including letters from legislators and many
concerned straight people. Although surprised by the support, the MBT A would not
relent, and plans were made for a court suit
to procure the public service rate.
As with most legal matters, pro~ress ~as
painfully slow. When the court decided recently that Pre-term, a local non-profit abortion clinic, was not entitled to the MBTA's
public service rates, GMA-A and their attorney, Richard Rubino, decided that their
suit's chance of success was less important
than the need to get the advertising on the
subway without further months of delay.
With a fund of approximately $1,500,
which would not cover the highenates, GMA
A has had to make some difficult decisions.
The original plan for 200 cards on two different subway lines for each of the three posters was reduced to only 100 cards on one
line. The Green Line was chosen because
of its very high usage, which includes four
separate lines- Riverside, Huntington-Arbor-
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Lavender Rhino ad January 3 to FeblUllry 2.

Things are cban&inlr.
Gay people arc not invi911,le

creature-but don't cross him or her! The
color lavender, a mixture of pink and blue,
expresses the merger of feminine and masculine qualities into ode: the human quality."
GMA-A hopes to raise the remaining
money by the same methods by which previous funds were collected. Buttons and teeshirts are still being sold, as well as copies of
the first poster. The second and .third will
be on sale as soon as they are printed. Of
. great importance is the sponsorship campaign
-a $10 contribution will cover the cost of
one poster on one car, and will let you know
that you put one of them there. Donations
of less are also appreciated. Materials are
sold at the Charles Street Meetinghouse, 70
Charles St., Boston. Donations, mail orders,
and price list requests should be sent to:
Lavender Rhino, 7 Water St., Boston MA
02109. Checks should be made out to either Gay Media Action-Advertising or just

GMA-A .

anymore;

but then again,
we ,_.,,. really were.

NOTICE
LaYender RhiM ad February 3 to March .2.

way, Boston College, and Cleveland Circle.
This line will allow exposure to the Downtown, Back Bay, Fenway, Jamaica Plain, Allston, and Brighton sections of Boston, as well
as East Cambridge, Brookline, and Newton.
100 cards will enable coverage of one card
on every other car on the four Green Lines.
GMA-A has sufficient funds presently to
pay for the first two months, but must raise
approximately $1,000 by the middle of
January for the last advertisement. According to Tom Morganti of the GMA-A organizers, the raising of this money is especially
critical because of the nature of the campaign.
"The first two cards lead up to the third, and
if the first two were to run without the third,
it would be practically useless, since most
people would not understand it." Morganti
feels that the money can be raised, especially
when the ads finally appear. "Many people
have said that they will contribute when they .
know it will happen, and this long legal hassle has not helped people's faith in the campaign. But now the ads will appear, and we
are counting on all those people to now come
forward and help with the last effort." Bernie Toal, co-director, expressed relief and
satisfaction to GCN. "It's been a long haul,
but people didn't give up. We have shown
that the gay community is willing to put extended effort into its programs, and not give
up when it gets difficult. The precedent is
really wonderful, for gay people have finally

broken through into the straight media."
The ad features a lavender rhinoceros chosen by GMA-A because, according to Bernie
Toal, "The rhino is a much maligned and misunderstood animal and in actuality is a gentle

Homophile Community Health Service
is moving to 80 Boylston St., Boston,
effective Friday, Dec. 6. They will be
· located on the 8th floor.
For more details, and a new telephone
number, see next week's GCN.

WARNING! TWO MEN
ACCOSTING GAYS
On Friday, November 23rd, a gay man
was picked up and robbed by a man calling
himself ,;John Ford." The next Tuesday,
the same man was brutally beaten and
robbed by an accomplice of" John Ford."
Bob (not his real name) and John Ford
met at the I 270, then went on to the S]J.ed
for a drink or two, and finally returned to
Bob's Back Bay apartment, where John suggested that Bob take a shower. When Bob
emerged from the shower he discovered
that John Ford had disappeared with his
keys and leather coat.
On Tuesday afternoon, another man appeared at Bob's door, claiming that he was
John Ford's brother and that, since he was
applying for the state police, he wanted to
repay Bob for his coat to keep his brother

out of trouble. When Bob let him in, he was
savagely beaten and robbed again.
Bob called the police, who, he says, were
extremely helpful and courteous. He also
went back to the Shed, and the management
there stated that they had seen "John Ford"
in the bar several times before. "John Ford"
is white, 31 or 32, 185 lbs., 5'11 ", with
medium length brown hair. He was driving
an approximately 1966 Chevrolet, which
was painted black except for a ·white door
on the driver's side. Bob believes that
"John Ford" and his accomplice enjoy
beating up and stealing from gay people.
GCN urges anyone who has similar problems to report them to the police and to
us.

.newsnotes
REAL PAPER DENIES
DISCRIMINATION

BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION
PROGRAMS CHALLENGED

The firing of Stu Byron from the Real
Paper is not and never has been a gay issue,
according to David Gelber, the new editor
for the paper. Gelber assured GCN that the
Real Paper will continue to carry gay news
and stories.

The Senate sub-committee on Constitutional Rights has produced a report revealing the extent the U.S. g0vernment is involved in behavior modification experiments
on supposedly anti-social people, including,
COLORADO GAY RIGHTS
of course, gay people. Sen. Sam Ervin, a .
DELAYED
member of the sub-committee, questions in
(Rhinoceros, Denver) The Col(?rado Civil the report whether the government should
be involved at all in programs which threatRights Commission has postponed any deen basic human rights. Psycho-surgery done
cision about sponsoring or endorsing a gay
on gay people to change them to "nonnal"
rights bill presented by the Colorado Lesis part of the research and programs that
bian Task Force, National Organization of
Women and the Gay Coalition. The people the committee finds objectionable.
The report also refers to a program fundwho drev.: up the bill are hoping that the
ed by the Dep:t of Health, Education, and
Commission will 'sponsor' the proposal,
Welfare at UCLA conducted on boys from
which requi'.es the c?mmissio_n to put t_ime ages 5 tog who d'emonstrate "feminine manand money mto gettmg the bill passed m the nerisms". The children are given rewards for
State Legislature. Failing that, it is hoped
displaying behavior which HEW considers
that the Commission will 'endorse' the gay more appropriate to the male sex, to discover
rights proposal, which would indicate the
whether "effeminism" in men can be disCommission's approval to the legislature.
couraged at an early age.
Of the seven Civil Rights Commissioners,
five seem at least open to the idea of gay
rights, but not yet committed. The other
two are hostile toward gay people, and there
BOOK OF THE MONTH CLUB ...
is little hope that their opinions will be
changed at this time. The Colorado gay
NEW YORK - "Homosexuals are, as a
groups and NOW intend to use the postrule, lonely, unhappy people .... every effort
ponement time to educate the sympathetic
must be made to keep them from injuring
commissioners to the need for the passage
others who would otherwise find the road
of the gay rights bill.
to a normal sex life."

BEftEFIT ~i, Gay Community

,new,

The preceeding quote came from a current Book-of-the-Month Club selection entitled THE COMPLETE MEDICAL GUIDE:
It is authored by Dr. Benjamin F. Miller, a
Massachusetts native whose credentials include training at MIT and Harvard. Dr. Miller is presently on the faculty at the Universlty of Pennsylvania. The book is published
by Simon and Schuster of New York.
First authored in 1956 THE COMPLETE
MEDICAL GUIDE has undergone three editions and updatings. THE GUIDE is advertised as "a.classic in its field":
The book's cover adv:ises readers that
"in this newly revised edition, all sections
have been checked and rechecked by many
specialists ... .lt has been amended and added
to, so as to conform with the latest medical
thought and practice.''

BOSTON - A Mr. New England beauty
contest was held this past week at the Club
La Grange boths. The winner was a six-foot
adonis named Conrad, who outpolled five
other entries. Second place winner was
Steve, not quite a six-footer, but scarcely
less fetching.
Mr. New England was presented with a
large gold trophy and a check for one hundred dollars. He will spend a week in Florida as guest of the Club Baths chain and com-

Donald[P1. Williams
REGISTERED ELECTROLOGIST
(permanent hair removal)

419 Boylston St.
Suite 607
Bosten,Ma.02116 (617) 267-8180

LEE ATWELL, GAY SUNSHINE, FAG RAG
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By STURGE HASKIN

CINEMA . .. a landmark ... a real movie about real gay people ... it's lyrical, beautiful, sexy as hell • • • has
something for everyone: hard-<:ore freaks, politicos, blacks, drags and just plain gay people."

.
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Club Baths Crown AMr. New England

" ... THE VERY FINEST PERSONAL AND ARTISTir SUCCESS IN THE HISTORY OF GAY EROTIC

"ATTRACTIVE ACTORS, a well-developed story with excellent photography, touches of humor, good sound.
exciting sex ... unusual technical polish ... a great sense of style."

Other offending paragraphs include the
following gems;
"Homosexuality is a complicated problem
and in itself is only one factor of the maladjusted individuals personality."
"Many boys and some girls indulge in some
form of homosexual 'play' with" a companion
or comp,mions. Here the parents should be
on the alert. Usually such practices are harmless and cease as the boy or girl matures.
However, it is at this time that an older, confirmed homosexual may exert an unfortunate influence ..... " '
"The normal adolescent then grows up emotionally, finding opposite sex attractive.
A man or woman who has not progressed
this way can be regarded as emotionally retarded, immature, or ill, however brilliant
intellectually he or she may be."

consultations invitea

pete against thirty-four other winners from
all parts of the United States.
Conrad, who works in the music field,· ·
told GCN that he works out each..day at a
local gym for three hours. He was not, he
said, active in any homophile organizations.
The contestants were presented in the
Club's lounge to a full and enthusiastic house.
A buffet and drinks were served to those who
attended.
A spokesman for the Baths, who might
well have qualified as a contestant himself,
said that the Club chain has long interested
itself in the Gay community. Most notable
perhaps are the free VD check-up it offers
on a regular basis. Other less publicized ac)ivities include contributions to civil libertarian causes and gay fund-raising benefits.

HAROLD FAIRBANKS, THE ADVOCATE
". , . DEFJNITEL Y MORE THAN EROTIC ... the mm Is one to see."
SAN FRANCISCO SENTINEL
"A CELEBRATION ... THE SCREEN SINGS AND MOVES ... shows what can be done, not only with

Bostons' Best Dance Club

pornography as art, but with life too ."

TOM McNAMARA , SAN FRANCISCO PHOENIX
'" ... POSSIBLY THE MOST LYRICAL gay film, porno or otherwise, ever made ... With this fiJm Bressan
ensconces himself firmly as a front•rank filmmaker of perception and humanity .' '

·DAVID PASKO, DATA-BOY
"AT LAST, A GAY EROTIC FILM WORTH ITS SALT."
KALENDAR

ay to
ay D

PiSSnlo STRANGERS
A GOOD FRIENDS PRODUCTION IN COLOR PRODUCED BY MICHAEL MORAN
STARRING ROBERT ADAMS and ROBERT CARNAGE
musical score by JEFFREY OLMSTED
directed by ARTHUR J BRESSAN . JR.
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Gala Benefit Held
By RUSTY BUTLER
On Sunday, November 24th, an event
unique in Boston's gay community took
place at the Charles Street Meetinghouse.
A benefit for Bobby Soderholm, who is suffering from muscular dystrophy, was organized by Rusty Butler, Don Gilfoy from Entn
Nous, the Viking's MC , Fred Tags of th·e
Hounds' Tooth Restaurant, and Lloyd Belleau of Nick's Restaurant. Bob Graham provided the transportation for the benefit and
Danny Skelis was the popular MC and auctioneer.
Over 275 people attended and were entertained by performers who kindly donated
their time and energy: Jack Swan from 12
Carver, Anne Loring and Kurt Lawrenc;:e
from Nick's Restaurant, Ellie Boswell and
Family who are presently working at the
Blue Hills Country Club, Bobby Weatherbee
from Berachi's, and Wayland Flowers who
was recently working at Cabaret/ After Dark.

9

The entertainment was througbly enjoyed
by both the audience and the performers.
Never before in the gay community, have
so many people and places donated both
time and gifts. The organizers want to thank
the following dol).ors : Reverend Randy Gibson of the Charles Street Meetinghouse , Nancy of the Charles Street Pet Shop, Larry
Newhall, Frank Cashman of The Nineties,
Jeff of Nine Knox, The Charles Playhouse
Restaurant, The Hound's Tooth, The Beef
and Ale, Playland Cafe, Twelve Carver, Herbie's Ramrod Room, E~sex Liquor Store,
1270, Sporter's Cafe, The Carnival Lounge,
Topp's Steak House , The Growing Concern,
The Turk's Head Coffee Shop, The Cuttery, Dr. Buckle and Mr. Hyde, Maison de
Felix, The rrint S.h op on.Charles Street, The
Esplanade Book Store, 21 Charles Street
Steak House, Period Furniture Hardware,
Baskin and Robbins of Charles Street and
Victoria Cleaners of Charles Street.
Ann Ma ·Guire, who was campaign man'.
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Nudity May Be
ager for Elaine Noble, spoke at the end of
the benefit, urging Boston gays to have more
community meetings, not only benefits, to
encourage cooperation and unity in the community. · Without a strong g11y community,
she stressed, our cause and rights are· weakened.
Bobby Soderholm is very grateful for all
the help he has received from the gay community, and wishes to thank all those who
participated in the benefit.

Banned on
National Seashore
(Truro) On November 23rd, the Advisory
Commission to the Cape Cod Nat'l Seashore
recommended to the Nat'l Park Service that
nude bathing be forbidden next summer at
all beaches within the Nat'l Seashore. The
Advisory Commissi~n, which is composed
of 10 appointees from the towns within
the Seashore, has been under considerable
pressure recently from adversaries of public
nudity. The nude beach at Truro, which has
b.een u.sed by gay and straight bathers for
·o~er 60 years, has become a sanitation problem because of its listing by tourist agencies and underground press, increasing the
numbe-r-S of people using it.
The superintendent of the Nat'l Parks
Service Laurence Hadley, feels that before
a final decision can be made the Parks Service must consider whether a public nudity
ban would be an infringement of the rights
of the individual. If the ban is put into effect, it may well be that this aspect of the
situation will be ultimately decided by the
courts.
Radley suggests that if nude bathing is
allowed by the Pa~ks Service either the town
of Truro or the Parks Service would have to
take over operation of the Truro beach, incurring expensive sanitation costs. Another
possibility would be that an area of already
established and serviced beach could be set
aside for nude bathers. _
A decision is expected from the Nat'l
Parks Service soon. It seems cle-a.r that the
proposal was presented now because the
Cape is deserted and protest will be minimal.

Cabaret Closed
By TOM HURLEY
The sign says "Closed for remodeling:
watch for grand opening; see you at Bob
White's and Sporter's." The sign stands
over the entrance to Cabaret/ After Dark, the
large Boston gay bar and club that surprised
many of its patrons when it closed on Sunday, November 24 . At this time, there is no
indication when Cabaret will reopen .
Ron Larson , owner of the club , was out
of town and unavailable for comment. Rumors that Cabaret was in financial trouble
and might close permanently have persisted
in the gay community, despite Larson's assertion in the November 9 GCN'that his
club was doing well.
1270 owner Bob White, a friend of Larson's , told GCN that Cabaret was not going
out of business, that the bar was not having
money problems, and that the closing "had
nothing to do with the laws." White declined to make a further statement. He indicated that Larson would soon be back in
Boston and would presumably ·Nant to explain Cabaret's situation himself.

ANNOUNCING • • •

HERE THEY ARE ... as we promised .
Your HQLIDAY CARDS by GAYLINE

THE
FIRST EDITION
of
A GAY PERSON'S

10 1 " 11:i.vc

;1

Vc-ry Gay

I 02 "Come out . . for
1hc 1lo lid ays1 . . a nd he
yoursel f alwa y-.." Blad
wi t h lavender o n whi te.

Christmas .. and an even
Gayer New Year." Red &
~!rl~cn on whi te.

103 - " Love at Christ ma s

104 - "Me rry Christma~ ..

. 1s w it h you. " Red &
brnwn on ligh t gold

and love lo you now and
always. " Royal blu e o n

.

whi te.

I 05- "I am alive and Gay
in Boston this year. How .
are you?" Orange & blue
o n white.

GUIDE
Thi s series dcs ig nerl h v Ma~v Krebs. Verse
by Ellen B. 0;i vis.
:o: ,nm•~

to
NEW ENGLAND

PRICES :
SINGLE CARDS

$.40

2.00
3.75
PKG . OF 25 (")
7.00
All cards approx. 5" x 6", with envelopes.
PKG. OF 6 (same design)
PKG. OF 12 ( " )

106 .,.. " Pcacc, Joy, Gay
Lov1.·. All of these thi ng-.
fo r all times. " Red o n whit e.

52 pages-400 businesses, services, and organizations
-reviewed by Jonathan Cross

107 "Gay i.-.l!ood at
Chris tma s too ! Whoever y ou
arc is i!OOd alwa y , ." G rl·Cn
& bl ac k 1m whi k.

108 "B est wishes from o ur
hnusC' to yours. Bey o nd tin•
wo rd s i~ the love ," Red &
!!TC C':-1 o n wh ite.
109 (sam e dcsi~n c,i:l'pl
male symbols)

'-Say it our way"
with

Order <'.\'Ira cards as gijis
to out of state friends to he

AYLIN

used rltis year or nex t_!

•

More than a bar guide -

more than an organization directory

At bars & stores by Christmas
Mail orders now being accepted
Orders of up to five copies s~nt first class, in a sealed envelope
For each copy, send $2.00 check or money order payable to "GCN" - do not send ,
cash by mail - to:
GCN/GPG
22 Bromfield St.
Boston, MA 02108

LIMITED PRINTING - - - - - - CAT.
NO.

- -

NO.OF
SINGLE
CARDS

- -

- - - - -

NO . OF PKGS. OF

6

12

25
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Quantity and consignment rates available upon request
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PLEASE PR,INT

ADD RE$,_,__ _ _ __
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CITY _ _ _ _ _ __
STATc:.__ _ _ __

\

\

ZI P · - - - - -

\

MASS. RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 3% SALES TAX
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

\

MAIL WITH CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER TO:

CA YLINE GREETINGS
P.O. BOX 1715-C.
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CLIP AND MAIL

NAME _ _ _ _ __

A

104

107

- - -

CHECK ONE

V~H
SE

106

SPECIAL: Autographed copies
are available at 50 cents extra
per copy (on mail orders only).

GREETINGS

PLEASE ORDER AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
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LETTERS

treated to the author's paternalistic view
that SWP members are young people with
good intentions that "may have produced
bad results", again giving full approval to
completely unbased charges. No attempt
He was a young man. He was charming,
is made in the article to get the SWP's side
beautiful, angelic, kind and courteous. His
of the story, if there is any story here at
name is. of no import, it's in my heart like
all.
.
b
the one who remains alone. Because he was.
Dear PeopleAs a journalism student and a mem er
They were a couple of loving friends to
On Sat., Dec. 14th, a rally and march
of the Gay community, I am embarrassed
me. But he was and the one that loved him
will be held in Boston as part of a nationto find such an example of yellow journalor loves him, is.
wide moveme~t in support of integrated
ism in the only Cay newsweekly in the
They graced society with their love, their
quality education. The rally in Boston "".ill
country. I hope that writers will exeu:ise
beauty, "they're absolutely right for each
be particularly important, due to the nationmore judgement and increase their sense
other." The storms that blew him off a
al attention given to the present b'using proof responsibility in the future. As for the
bridge into the Charles are whipped by us,
test.
moment, I think the GCN has a moral obmy friends. We do it to each other.
As Mrs. Martin Luther King said last Satligation to offer the SWP space to answeJ
He is at peace ... Shall we drown the
urday, the expltcit r~c1sin in~o}v~d in ,the
these and other charges that have appeared
one he loved too? OPINION spreads!! The
busing controversy must not go un-denounced.
in the paper.
storm in the loved one's heart grows by the
As gay people, we must be aware of the con-.
Ken Withers
winds of "supposition" and "prejudgesequences of itrational discrimination against
Boston, Mass
ment."
any people, whether it be because of race,
sex, or sexual preference. Indeed, the theme
[Author's reply: Paternalistic?Can't we say this once "amen" instead
of the rally is that such discrimination efDavid DeNeef]
of "why" to cairn the storm in his loved
fectively divid~s the people from uniting
one's heart?
against their true oppressors, whether it be
[Name withheld by request]
the Boston School Committee, which manipulates issues for its own benefit ('power,'
and 'to get re-elected') or the economic system which forces us all to pay $3.36 for 5
pounds of sugar while the manufacturers
reap profits 1000% over last year.
With the encouragement of the rally's orDearGCN,
ganizing committee, we will be marching
Regarding your coverage of the NBC-TV
under a banner reading "One Battle, Many
episode
on "Policewoman" entitled "FlowFronts-Boston Gay Liberation", and our
ers Of Evil", about a nursing home: When
chants will be the sameas the rest of the
I become 70 years old I may be stooped
participants - aimed at denouncing racism
and
I will be old, but I won't be "little"
in any form.
and
I'll
never be a "lady". I can't imagine
I was personally struck by the absence
any woman that age thinking of herself as
of gay people at the Nov. 30th "pre-rally",
a little old lady, any more than we think
and wondered where all my gay sisters and
Ur.eus. - Seti I., father
of Rameses II.
of ourselves as queers.
brothers were-perhaps the same place all
Laura
McMusry
,
our straight and black sisters and brothers
Cambridge, Mass.
were on that day in June wh.en we marched
for Gay Pride.
As many fractured groups, we gain identity, but lose power. To come together,
This Holiday Season, remember your Friends & Lovers
symbolically linking our energies, would be
Relatives
a beautiful occasion. I hope we're all there
Town
or School Library
to witness it.
Local
Hotline or Drop-in Center
Meet at the GCN office, 22 Bromfield
St., Boston, at 11 :30 AM on Sat., Dec. 14th
Elected Government Representative
We will go to the rally, together.
with a Gift Subscription to GCN.
Ian Johnson
10 weeks $2.S0
Boston
..Jlegular Rates:

•
r.1.p,.

one battle

' GCN is dedicated to provi.ding coverage o(
events and news of interest in th~ New ~ngland gay community as well as stimulation ?f
evenkriented opinion ~ithin the commuruty.

I

Application to mail a~ Second Class postage
rates is Pending at BostoI_!, MA.
Annual subscription rate $10:00.

Address for subscriptions, ad~ess changes,
letters to the editor, contributions, comments,
.·etc.:GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.
02108. Telephone (617) 426-4469.
· GCN is published weekly, and is copyright.
1974 by GCN .Inc., all rights reserved, repnnt
by permission only.
GCN's office hours are: Monday through
Saturday, 10 am to 6 pm; Sunday, 4 pm to

8pm.
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News and opinion reflec_ted in "Edito_nal :'
represent the majority view of the ed1tor1al
board. Signed letters and columns reflec~ ~he
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Soc. side?
Dear GCN,
The October 26 issue of the GCN contains an article by David DeNeef on the
Socialist Workers Party, the first in a series
on political alternatives open to gay people.
Unfortunately, the author felt he was
"obligated" to devote half of the article to
three-year-old charges made against the
SWP by two Boston feminists. They ramble on, alleging the SWP is a dishonest, secretive organization that took over feminist groups by controlling the typewriters
and xeroxes. These unsupported allegations are given blanket endorsement by
the author when he writes immediately
after them: "Well, at any rate, plenty of
Gay people (women and men) are still involved in the SWP ; they must like it."
With this line, the idle charges of years
ago become golden truths that some people just choose to ignore. Then we are
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Coming Out
BySATYA

Coming out can be a process or it can be
a single event depending on who you're com.ing out to. Coming out is an emergence into the world of light, a time for feeling good
about oneself. Let me share a part of my
experience with you.
About ten years ago ('64) I fell in love
for the first time. I was not disturbed that
it was another man that I loved. Our love
was pure and intense, and it instantly broke
through th_oµsands of years•of taboos . . It .
was natural for us. We knew, of course, that
we'd have to keep it a secret, because only
certain kinds of love were allowed in our
culture, but I (at least) had no guiU.
I met Larry in the registration line at the
University of Miami (Fla.). Our eyes met,
and friendliness was evident. It was so rare
for men to share their eyes. Soon,we were
talking, and we made plans to go surfing together. The next day at the beach was a
soaring experience, one of those rare times
when joy seems endless and one's heart
pounds quickly as each moment of bliss engulfs and caresses. Each smile, each glance
sent adrenaline through my veins. We had
yet to touch.
The first time we held hands will be a
part of me 'ti! I die. So strange, this hand

attached to a man. Neither of us had ever
done it before. ut we were already sharing our hearts; just thinking of the other
caused us to float. So it was natural to share
our physical selves as well.
Hand holding and later, hugging, were
sufficient forms of affection. Neither of ushad had any real gay experiences. We cer. tainly never thought of affixing a gay or
homosexual label to our love . We were simply Larry and Don, doing what came naturally.
When I told him that I wanted to kiss
him, he said , "Oh, no, we shouldn't. That's

going too far." But Love l}ad its way, and
we eventually let our beauty unfold.
I couldn't study. I skipped classes and
just about everything else that didn't involve
Larry. We were together every possible
moment. Month after month of being high;
of being in Love. Our favorite song was
Dusty Springfield's, "I only wanna be with
you." She spoke and sang exactly what we
were experiencing: "I never thought that
I could be in love like this."
.' The happiness couldn't last forever, however. One night while making love in a car,
we were caught with our proverbial pants
down. The flashlights which lighted our
frightened faces, were held by angry and
aggressive men in blue uniforms. On the
way to jail, we quietly made a pact that we
would deny everything. Maybe we'd get off.
I was taken into a room and questioned.
Larry was taken elsewhere. "How often do
you do this?" "Are you a homosexual?"
"What were you doing?" "Well, you see,
officer, we were just signing yearbooks and ...
I denied everything. Another officer comes
in and tells me that Larry has "confessed."
This was an important moment in my life.
I had always been taught to respect police,
but could it be possible that they were lying?
After all, Larry and I had made a pact not
to tell . Was not our love a bastion of strength
Had he really confessed? (This was before
Chicago and Attica when blatant police brutality and deceit became known by the general public). Anyway , I stayed finb on my
decision not to tell. Later when I saw Larry,
our strength and our love was confirmed.
The police had lied to each of us, but neither of us had broken the pact.
· Our parents had to be called down to
the station (since we were under legal age)
and we· were racked with emotion , mostly
fear. My mother graciously offered to pay
for a psychiatrist, but 1 refused. After all ,
we weren' t doing anything. I wasn't a homosexual.
Life went on. Our love seemed as strong
as ever, though we had to be extra careful ,
like remembering to mess up both beds even
though we had slept only in one. We even
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dated women occassionally to present a
"normal" image.
One day Larry turned on me. I couldn't
believe it was he. He called me names and
put me down in many ways. He wanted me
to hate him, and he wanted me to believe
that he hated me. What could have caused
love to tum to hate? What else-the greatest hate producer the world has ever known,
the Catholic Church. Larry was still into
his Catholicism, and felt the need to make
confession, The priest had convinced Larry,
that I w'as a long-time homosexual who was
pretending t9 be in love ,wi,tp.,4inJ., and that
I would lead him straight to hell. All the
fears of Larry's childhood were affirmed.
Hell is for homo's. I think (under duress) I
could forgive the Catholic Church for all the
people it has murdered and tortured, but I
don't think I'll ever be able to forgive it for
taking my love from me. Our relationship

was bleeding and would soou die.
Shattered by both the church and.the
police, and being emotionally distraught
with no one to share my troubles with, I
eventually got married to a nice woman.
Larry became a school teacher. With the
help of my brothers and sisters in the gay
movement, I eventually came out again in
1971. Larry has disappeared somewhere.
I'm sure I'll run into him again one day, .
pecau'se my love 'foi-"him has never died.

"
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GRIPES
By TOMMI
It is not unusual that I am writing a
column entitled "Gripes" at·four ten in
the morning. I do most of my writing
these days late at night. Night is less chaotic, more relaxing.
Gripe No. 1: "I want a man!" Usually
spoken in reference to preference for a
more "masculine" identified male. Not
wrong in its own right since I don't condemn preferences, but considering the
general attitude toward effeminacy in · our
culture , it's downright aggravating.
Example: in a lot of gay circles "she"
is used as a term of contempt for a gay
male. "She's such a slut!" Effeminacy is
mocked both within and without gay culture. Straights are afraid of it; and gays
seem to tolerate it only in certain circumstances.
"I want a man! " means in effect "I want
want someone who's not one of those contemptable swishy queens! I want a real
man!"

. We Are

Question: what is a real man? Shall we
take out our yardsticks and measure ma:
chismo by the denim he wears or the hairy
chest he has, or the ape-like strut he commands?
. Gripe No.2: "Kill those stereotypes!"
Fine, I'm all for getting rid of the limpwristed fairy and diesel dyke, but at the
sarpe time let's not come on with all this
"we're just like you" bullshit. I"don 't
think _m ost gay women are in ·favor of women being subjected to m.~nial slave labor
(ie., secretarial work and housework) or of
the nuclear family's "mother" role for women; and , most of all, are more assertive
and independent than straight women , simply because they've had to be.
As I think most gay men are more sensitive, less machismo , more creative than
straight men. These are stereotypes
which we should be proud of!
[Reprinted from the GA YZETTE, Philadelphia, Pa. ]
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UNDERSTANDING THE POOR HETEROSEXUAL
Het
(f)By CHARLES BONNELL, B.A., M.bs.
[Note: Every fact and every study referred
to in the following paper is absolutely true.
Every difference quoted is a statistically
significant diffei:ence. Check it out your-

self!]

Abstract
Recent sex research into the relative
maturity of homosexuals and heterosexuals
is reviewed. A great many facts point to the
the conclusion that a heterosexual is someone fixated at an early, immature stage off
psychosexual development, and that most
homosexuals have briefly passed through
this stage on their way to mature; adult
homosexual functionin!J,. The possible
causes of heterosexuality are discussed, and
the multidetermined nature of the heterosexual condition is stressed.
The cause of heterosexuality has occupied scientific r~searchers for many years.
Plato (The Symposium), God (Genesis),
and countless other pre-scientists have tried
to explain the heterosexual, but it was only recently that modern sociological resources have begun to yield insights.
This paper presents the thesis that heterosexuality is the result of an unnatural
blockage of natural homosexual impulses.
This blockage often occurs as a result of
pathological early-childhood relationships,
but often is also the result of low intelligence, simple retarded sexual development,
early unhappy experiences in homosexual
relations, or an unjustified phobia of normal homosexual relations or persons.
Throughout this paper, "intercourse" will
mean "heterosexual coitus" unless otherwise indicated, and "dating" is restricted to
heterosexual dating.

Delayed Sexual Development in
Childhood
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The first line evidence showing the immature nature of heterosexual development concerns the rate of development of
homosexual and heterosexuaf impulses.
Saghir and Robins (1973; see references)
discovered that homosexuals have had wider sexual experience than heterosexuals;
therefore, homosexuals have a better basis
on which to advance to mature functioning. For example, 48% of their male homosexuals had had heterosexual intercourse
(Table 6.6), while none of the heterosexual
males had ever had homosexual anal intercourse; in fact, only 23% of the latter had
ever been masturbated to orgasm by another male (page 50)! The situation is even
more striking in regards to women: "Significantl5' more homosexual than hetero- .
sexual women were involved in sexual in:
tercourse" (79% versus 58%, Table 13.6),
and likewise an insignificant number of
heterosexual women ever engaged in ,a lesbian relationship.
Not only do homosexuals show a less
lopsided pattern of sexual behavior, but
they also start their heterosexuality earlier
and get it over with sooner. The Saghir
and Robins Table 13.1 shows that lesbians
start dating earlier than heterosexual women, and Table 13.6 shows that homosexual women start intercourse earlier than
heterosexual women (8% versus 0% before
age 14!). Table 13.3 shows how heterosexual women continue to show the immature dating pattern for longer periods
of tiine, and Table 13.8 shows the same
Wea ness in regard to the number of years

spent engaging in intercourse. Likewise
(page 85), "the process of dating among
homosexual [males] was often short-lived
and ... frequently ... a stage in the total evolution of the homosexual identity." Thus,
those homosexual men who dated began
much earlier than the heterosexual (40%
versus 0% before age 16, Table 6.1), the
dating was shorter-lived (Table 6.2), and
many homosexual men skipped over the
dating phase altogether (13% versus 0% of
heterosexuals, Table 6.1). Again, those
homosexual men who had intercourse·got
it over with sooner than the heterosexual
men (T<Jble 6.8); statiscally equal percentages of both groups of men had had intercourse (page 88).
These findings have been confirmed by
other investigators. The Kinsey Institute
for Sex Research's so-called "San Francisco study", currently in press, found that
a larger percentage of lesbians had prepubertal heterosexual experience than heteroSfXUal women. Likewise, the (white) male
homosexuals' heterosexual experience was
more likely to include the more advanced
techniques of intercourse or mutual touch-·
ing of genitalia, while the heterosexuals
showed more immature kissing and necking.
Weinberg and Williams (1974) found that
a jaj .
a majority of male homosexuals have had
orgasms in heterosexual experiences (page
213), while no study has ever found more
than 40% of all men (including homosexuals among them!) having had even a single
homosexual orgasm, not to mention the
more advanced techniques. Manosevitz
(1970) found that at all ages (except age
10-12 years), male homosexuals showed
much more heterosexual activity than heterosexuals showed homosexual activity
(Table 4).

Other Childhood Determinants
Often the heterosexual condition results
from more or less chance events in early
childhood. The above-mentioned San
Francisco study, for example, found that
the first homosexual experience of a prehomosexual male child was likely to be
with another adolescent boy, while the
pre-heterosexual was likely to have had his
first homosexual contact "with an adult
partner, and in a group setting"! Needless
to say, this is not the sort of situation like.
ly to encourage healthy homosexuality in
an impressiaonable boy of inferior intelligence (see below) or delayed sexual development.
In their classic study of pornography
and sexual preference, Goldstein et al.
(1971) found that young "homosexuals
report significantly less exposure" to pornography than heterosexuals and that this
"marked difference ... exists across all categories of exposure." If ever there were an
example of the tragic effects of pornography on today's youth, heterosexuality is
it!

Intelligence
It had long been suspected that heterosexuality is caused by a low intelligence.
Thus the person in question may not realize what he or she is missing in ignoring
homosexuality. Way back in 1957, for
example, Scott wrote, "It has several times
been suggested that homosexuals are more
intelligent than other sex offenders [sic] ,
and certainly they give the clinical [sic.]
l,
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impression of being in the main better in•
tegrated persons."' Kinsey et al. (1953)
found that the incidence of lesbianism is
highly correlated with educational level at
all ages (Figure 85). More recently, Raboch
and Sipova (1974) found that homosexual
males have an I.Q. distribution that is sig•
nificantly far above average compared to
the heterosexual controls. The notion that
the low intelligence of heterosexuals leads
to their ignorance of the rewards of homo•
sexuality also receives strong support from
the above section on delayed d_evelopmenta great many heterosexuals have never even
tried to attain a single homosexual orgasm!

1

-·The quotation from Scott above hints
that, even in 1957, scientists were aware of
the superior adjustment of homosexuals.
But it was only recently that sociologists
have revealed the full extent of the misery
associated with the heterosexual condition.
In making such a statement, of course, one
must avoid overgeneralization. Just as
there are a few-perhaps even several- heterosexuals who seem completely satisfied
with their orientation, there must also be
some homosexuals somewhere who are
dissatisfied with theirs. In spite of this
qualification , however, the scientific evidence is relatively clear-cut.
Evans (1970), using the "Sixteen Per•
sonality Questionnaire", found that homo•
sexual men were significantly more SelfSufficient and Imaginative than heterosexual men, which is not surprising given the
data on intelligence. Siegelman (1972a),
using the "Scheir and Cattell Neuroticism
Scale Questionnaire", found that hetero•
sexual women are more Submissive and
overall more Neurotic than homosexual
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The early years of life are critical in the
causes _of heterosexuality. Most confirmed
, heterosexuals, if asked, will admit that
their parents were suspected of beil).g het; erosexuaL Since_such parents tend to be
' less intelligent, less self-confident, less goal•
directed, etc., it is not surprising that some
of their children should fail to achieve mature homosexual functioning. Such, after
· all, is the price Homo sapiens has had to
pay in its rise from the jungle instincts of
reproduction at any cost.
Siegelman (I 974a), using the "ParentChild Relations Questionnaire", found that
heterosexual women's fathers and mothers
, women; using other scales, he found les•
, bians to be more Goal•D,irected and more
Self-Accepting, In another' paper, Siegel•
1 man (I 972b) compared homosexual and
heterosexual men who scored low on the
"Gough Feminf1'ity Scale" and found ( on
the Scheier•Cattell) that the homosexuals
T ' were significantly less Depressed, more
Goal-Directed, more Self.Accepting, less
Dependent, and had a better Sense of
, · Self than did the comparable group of het•
erosexual men: {It would, of course, be unfair to include the high-Feminine hetero•
sexuals in this comparison, since they often scored significantly poorer.) Thomp•
son et al. (1971 ), using the "Adjective
Check List", found that lesbians score sig•
nificantly higher than heterosexual women
on Self.Confidence, and that heterosexual
.1 men score -significantly higher on Defensr iveness than homosexual men,.
,
,

)

.

scored significantly higher on the Loving
scale than did the parents of the lesbians;
moreover, the heterosextials's mother was
rated as significantly less Demanding. The
heterosexual women also reported themselves Closer To Father and Closer To
Mother, and rated their Family Security
as higher than the lesbians did . Thus, a
common pattern causing _heterosexuality
involves a close-binding, excessively loving
and intimate mother and father, and a
mother who was excessively lax in her de•
mands. Moreover, the heterosexuals them•
selves showed c_onsidtrable confusion in
deciding which parent they were closer to.
It is scarcely surprising, the, that this play•
ing off of father against mother resulted in
the heterosexual women reporting significantly more Inter-parent Friction than the
lesbians did .
The situation in the homes of hetero•
sexual males is similarly depressing. Using
the same scales as above and once again
eliminating men who sc-ored high on Femininity , Siegelman (1974b) found that the
heterosexual men had fathers who were .
significantly more Protecting, less Demand(Continued on page 9)
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THE ADVENTURES OF GOD IN HIS SEARCH
FOR THE BLACK GIRL

Homo-Lesbo-Combo," and not even extending her the courtesy of plugging her
new book.) Brophy's a writer of ideas, but
she's also one of great imagination and
vast talent, as her impressive ouervre to
date well testifies.
And in God-Black Girl, amidst the

A Novel By BRIGID BROPHY
Little, Brown and Co., Boston
224 pages, $7.95
Review By JOHN MITZEL

engages the ghosts of Voltaire, Gibbon, and
Shaw· in some provocative dialogue . ' Others
drift into their conversations too, including
a ''.humble Christian," who is by far the
most obnoxious person in the book and
who, with his zealous self-effacements and
weird praying proves to be an embarrassment to God. Him don't find His Black
Girl , but with His triumvirate of sagacious
advisors, He plans a publicity campaign to
let the world ½:now that He doesn't exist ;
leaflets with this announcement are to be
dropped on the Vatican. Alas , as the flyers fall from "Heaven," the pilgrims to St.
Peter's are too indifferent, self-involved or
rushed for time to notice. Hence, God not
only fails to find the Black Girl , He remains firmly lodged in the firmament of
"believers."
Author, Brigid Brophy, (Dustjacket Photo)
Among English-language authors,
you're not easily going to find anyone who
argumentative fun had by God, Voltaire
writes a better, more reasoned and precise
and Gibbon, Brophy gets off her shots at
prose than Brigid Brophy. (Nor, apparenther favorite targets: meat-eaters, unimaginly, according to the Luce-pressPEOPLE
ative leftist cant, male supremacists, exmagazine , one with a more controversial
ploitative publishers, sexual hypocrisy and,
personal life, which they splashed all over
of course, all religions.
· the_ir glossy pages, presenting Mr & Mrs
God Himself appears to be pleased
Michael Levy to the world as "Weirdo· with the passing of Judeo-Christian-Moham-

In 1934, George Bernard Shaw published an amusing book: The Black Girl In
Search of God and Some Lesser Fables.
The Black Girl, poor dear, ran into many
gods in her search- the weird Old Testa..
ment God, the vicious New Testament God,
the modern God of Science, etc.-but she
never found the one she was lookrng for.
Instead , she ended up taking care of a reasonable and gentle old f)hikosopher who
marries her off to a big-buck Irishman.
Brigid Brophy's new book, The Adventures of God in His Search for The
Black Girl, presents the other half of the
quest.
"I', the first to agree with the dictum
that God is dead ," sex God, "but that
makes me all the more eager to contest the
dictum that fiction is."
God's looking through the Elysian
Fields for the Black Girl in order to establish that He exists for her still, and to impress upon her that those other ogres she
met in her travels have nothing to do with
him and were merely the inventions of Man.
God is actually a pleasant sort. And
in his journeys through the E. Fields he

medan cults. Yet, muses The Deity, "I do
hope that, when all this literal belief is
over, the Latin and Anglican liturgies will
still be read as literature ... They could be
given in concert performance, only not
perhaps,quite as often as once a week."
Brigid Brophy's new book has.gotten
bad reviews so far in this country, and its
publisher, Little, Brown, seems uninterested in promoting it, which is a pity. I
found it' to be a wonderful book, sassy,
thoughtful and irreverent. The first half
of the book is composed of twenty fables.
One of these which particularly intrigued
me proposes that Juan Luis Borges is none
other than Ambrose Bierce who has man- ·
aged through unknown means to survive
and have a second literary career as an "exotic" Argentinian, his last cruel joke on
the Anglo-American literary establishment.
The likes of Brigid Brophy don't
come cantering so gracefully around our
turf near enough for my tastes, and I recommend to all that they take advantage of
this, her most recent spin.

GA YRILLATHEATRE
Kiss in the Commons this week.
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LOOKING FOR SOMETHING
EXOTIC, GAY , WELL PUT
TOGETHER. IF SO CALL

The NEW HCHS Bookstore
A great place to Christmas shop for your lover, friends, family.
Use the convenient mail order form below, or come into the store
for a more complete selection . PLEASE MAIL EARLY.
Name
Street
City

ffreen Leaf Florists ·

State

Quantity

478 Columbus Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02118
247-3500

Title

Society & The Healthy Homosexual

'. BAC - MC~ CB
DC -Am. Ex.
Flowers Wired
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
.. Sun. 12-4

. Save this ad for 10% Courtesy Discount

LEST ER'S T. V

Zip

•

ALL orders
must be received
by December 14

.r,.

ii
CoJt each

r,

Total

C

$1.95

Rubyfruit Jungle

3.00

Woman Plus Woman (Hardcover)

8.95

The Gay Insider

2.50

The Other Face of Love

4.00

The Cook & The Carpenter

3 .00

The Gay Mystique

1.95

On Being Different

2.00

The Front Runner (Hardcover)

7.95

Living Space

2.00

The Hand That Cradles the Rock

3 .50

k

!
2
a
$

C

.•--- i&~
- : : - - - , - - - - -.95
-+--Patience
Sarah

I

_TV/R1,PIO/PHON~S/tll fILCOLOR
Expert.Repair+ Ne_w. f V.s & Stereos
-at lowest prices ANYWHERE! We also buy and sell used T.V.s. Oi1tside Antenna
.~pstalla.tio_ns JLrnecialty, Ma.ss. Techn. Lie. 981''
Old fashzoned service at an honest price" - :
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
15 Rever; St.(co~.Ga~den) Bcn.Hill 523-21g7
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Mail to: OTHER VOICES

The HCHS Bookstore

30 Bromfield Street
Boston 02108

Add 50c for
postage &
handling
TOTAL

M~KE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: COUNSELING SERVICE, INC.

C;

Walter Driscoll

·e

Registered Electrologist

'Ii

Free Consultations Invited

26 West St.
Boston; Mass.

Bus. Phone 426-5067
Home Phone 289-2106
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(Continued from page 7)
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Moreover, the fact thlit 13% of the male
heterosexuals would not "a11ow {a male
homosexual] to live in my nation" is indeed a sign of the incredible phobia that
heterosexuals have whenever a homosexual
exists within a radius of 3000 miles.

ing·, and more Loving than the homosexuals'
· fathers. This finding suggests heterosexuals
have close-binding, intimate, excessively
loving father, and a mother who is unable
or even unwilling to break the bond of
lassitude that was growing like a cancer between the two males. An interesting parallel can be drawn here with the importance
of seduction by an adult male in the cause
of male heterosexuality; even if the boy
involved manages to avoid overt sexual
contact, he is nevertheless prone to the
mental effects of the unconscious incestuous relationship with his father.

Conclusion
Modern sociologists agree that heterosexuality is a complex, multi-determined
phenomenon with no simple explanations.
After all, not all heterosexuals are alike:
the habitues of the so-called "singles" bars,
the net-stockinged "streetwalkers", the reserved Iowa City newlyweds, and the lacepanties fetishist really have very little in
common, except, of course, their sexual
preference.
Nevertheless, some preliminary conclusions can be reached about the pathogenesis of some types of heterosexuality. A
close-binding, overprotective parent or

Fear of Homosexuality and Homosexuals
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SPRINGFIELD
ORGANIZES

HETEROSEXUALITY

We ha\'e seen that heterosexuals have
much less breadth to their sex lives than
homosexuals; one cause of this is fear of
one's own genitalia and homosexual relations. This is especially true of males.
Schmidt and Sigusch, of West Germany's
Institut fur Sexualforschung, studied heterosexual male and female University students. They found that the women did not
report significantly different levels of discomfort after viewing films of male versus
female masturbation; however, the men
were very much more· anxious viewing the
film of their own sex. Considering the relative innocuousness of masturbation, we
might have expected even stronger reactions
had the films shown overt homosexual
activity.
Indeed, Steffensmeier et al. (1974)
studied the phobic reactions of heterosexuals to homosexuals. Only 33% of the
male heterosexual students "would work
with [a male homosexual] on class assignments", while 48% of the female students
would with a female homosexual (Table!).

New-comer or native,
you'll find a warm welcome
at

ITALIAN

ROLAND'S
Portland's only gay bar

Open at 5 far Dinner
Closed Monday _

THE HOUSE RESTAURANT
Your Host : Tony Bosco

12 Wilton St., Allston
Off Cambridge St. near Harvard Ave.

783-S131

783-S701

1

Late in August a group of four people,
two women and two men met at the Cabaret Lounge in Springfield. This small
group firmly believed there was a need in
the area for a gay organization andbfelt •
ah out• 1t.
they would like to do something
h
They made up posters and ung t em m
the bars and called everyone they knew.
The following week a dozen people showed
up and not only wanted to rap about
k gay
problems, but were willing to wor at
.
.
solving them.
From that meager beginning, grew the
"Springfield Gay Alliance." Each week
they gathered together. firstin a bar, then
in the reception room of a docto,r's office
and finally in their new headquarters, a
meeting room at the Unitarian Church in

Springfield.
Each meeting gives this energetic group
1
new purpose and meaning. Their regu ar
membership now amounts to over twenty
men, seduction by an older male seems to · people, with an advisory board of four con, sisting of a minister, a psychologist and two
be a negative reinforcement leading to a
heterosexual condition, and for other, an
counselors.
,
On Nov. 19 th, the S.G.A. hosted a
irrational fear of sexual relations with one's
f the MCC
·· t
th
k
own sex seems to be paramount. Often,
guest spea er, e pa, or o
. f
b.
.
I church in Hartford; Jay Deacon. A queswith both me_n an~ women, JO 1og1ca1 ators like low m_telhgence or reta~ded psycho- tion and answer period followed Mr. Deacon's talk. This was followed by a coffee
sexual development ~eem to be mvolved,
hour which enabled the many new people
although the old notion that heterqsexu~ls
"
. t d
have an abnormal chromosome number 1s
to get acquam e .
.
In the near future, S.G .A. is planning a
.
no longer cons1de_red tenable.
few more public functions, such as a play
Through all this wel~er of studies, howwhich is a history of gay life in the U.S. and
ever, shines one pre-eminent fact: more
a Christmas party. They are planning to
research_ 1s needed. t? more full~ underhave more speakers who will be of interest
stand this mesmenzmg, mystenous phento the gay community.
omenon calle~ "heteros~xuality". It is
Early in their discussions it was -felt
hoped that this p~per will be one small
Springfield's primary need might be to emstep towards atta111111g that goal.
J phasize serving the gay community itself.
This along with many others projects has
kept the whole membership quite busy.
S.G .A. is hoping that with the anticipated
• , growth of their group they will be able to
Cabaret / Discotheque
· reach out to the fields of education and
politics.
Continuous entertainment
7 nights a week.
The S.G .A. presently is meeting every
:
other Tuesday evening at 8 P.M. at the
First Unitarian Church, 245 Porter Lake
20 Boylston Place
Dr. in Springfield. More information can
be had by wi"iting to P.O. box 752 in
Boston
Springfield or calling 583-3904.
parents is one common pathognomic factor·, overexposure to pornography in ado!escence seems to be another. For some

' Serving Home
Cooked

FOOD

By S.G.A.

413A Cumberland Ave.
Portland, Maine

DANCING NIGHTLY
OCCASIONAL ENTERTAINMENT
1 p.m.-1 a.m. Mon.-Sat.

BIENVENUE

CLASS IF I E·o c·1 ass if.i ed CLASS IFIE D·cl ass i-f ied C'LA
apartmenfs

GAY GREETING CARDS
On sale at CSMH Coffeehouse, Esplanade
Paperbacks, Freedom Center in Boston,
Newly renovated South End Apartments beginning December 2. Other locations
t_o be announced. Also by mail: Gayin gay owned building. l and 2 bedrooms new baths and remodeled kitchens, !me Greetmgs_, PO Box -1715, Boston
close public transportation. Call dave or . 021 o5 . Wnte for brochure.
kim 426-6025.
HOLY UNION? For superior quality
raised letter printing 9f invitations and
Lesbian Feminist looking for reasonable allied material, call Dave or Kim at
comfortable place to five with other
426-6025 evenings. Also full line of
·woma(e)n in Cambridge Oi" Beacon Hill Bar Mitzvah cards and associated maarea. Please call Marge afternoons at .
1terial, all first class.
338-8173.
KIDS (OF ALL AGES)!!
Earn extra Christmas money by selling
BACK BAY STUDIO FOR RENT
Gay Greeting Cards. W~ite to Gayline
2 panoramic studio apts. with turroted
alcoves, tile baths, private heat controls, Greetings, PO Box 1715, Boston, MA
$159 and $174. Off St. Botolph St.
02105~-C~ll Jay 353-1958
G- C N
0

-~~-r----..

SO . END LOVELY, SUNNY!
Kitchen,Bthrm and 2 lge rms. Living,
bedrm, & foyer, sep. dining rm. Utilities
inc. Nice View. 2620638 $225/mo.

.

for sale

AS°TROLOGICAL CHARTS -cast and interpreted by gay male with
· emphasis on one's unique direction in
· life. Al\ aid in the struggle of finding
out what this life is "all about." Basic
chart plus aspects $12. Transits extra.
Classes with emphasis on learning to interpret one's own chart. Call 241-8357,
or leave mes_sage for Ian at 416-4469.

C"l'I SS J Flf:DS
GE'"T RESULTS

NEEDED'!
gay anarchist printing collective looking:
BE.THE FIRST ON YOUR BLQC.K
: Send 25'c (5 for $1) plus stamped, self- · for others to share working/ living space Someone, two or three for distribution
trip: learning, training, and maintenance ofGCN in Brighton/ Allston area and in
addressed envelope, for your.very own
Cambridge area. Tues. afternoons. Small'
in a 24 hour offset print shop (begun
Lambda/Boston button. Traditional
' commission involved. We just need you
Jan '72) designed for cooperative use
gay lib "Lambda," incorporating the
to deliver newspaper to places that have
by all resistance movements that proname "Boston." A great conversation
agreed to carry GCN - no hassles. First
vide equal access to the poor.
•
£!.~. c:;cN_~2.,x Q.10.
(3) people to respond will receive an all
mercure or Jin
expenses paid tour of the E;CN office in
come!unity press
ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS
,beautiful dO>XUtQwn Boston
(212) 675 3043
You can't buy better: vitamin-food sup- 13 e 17
.
.
nyc 10003
,plement~, personal care products, home
- - - - - . - - .. . - - · - • • • -BUSINESS MANAGER-GCN 1s seekmg
care-cleaning prorlucts, etc. by Shaklee. .
J/1! applicants for the paid full-time posiOFFICE MANAGER - GCN
::
For information or <;,deJ~ c• ll Linda
tion of Business Manager. Mon-Fn 10-1
/We have a job opening for an affable,
.269-1739 or 426-4469.
1
,Pm _critical, ot_her hours quit_e flexable.
..!&l~!..!..:~~=.:...;;,;,;='-'------- organized person to coordinate office
!goings-on. Job description available on Ba~1c accoun_tmg, ~ookkeepmg, bud'.
GAY GREETING CARDS
!getmg, and fmanc1al management skills
At Lastl Gay Greeting::cards you don't •request Please apply to Ron Arruda
to set and
'
·
have to mail in a plain brown wrapper! 1
1necessary, as well as ab1hty
,aggressively enforce financial accountic/o GCN · Salary·
Write for designs and order blank.
ability. Come in and pick up job desHCHS NEEDS YOU
Happy Holidays from Gay line Greetings,
Desperately wanted--one energetic soul cription and application.
PO Box 17 I 5, Boston 02105.
to organize fund-raising events--free enTEMPORARY HELP NEEDED Youth
try to all events you dream up. Call
wanted for 1 or 2 weekends, Sat and/or
Paula 369-6434.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ s u n , of hard clean-up work in old Boston Towne-house, removing debris,
20% COMMISSION
'CARPENT£R to compl~·t;·j~b,-~utiing
is looking plaster, etc. $1.50-$.2.00 hourly de- 8
Newsfund-raising
Community
The
to coordinate
perso11
for aGay
up studs, sh ,;etroc k , pIywoo d fl oors.
You sh ou tdb e compeient an d reason- .
projects and grants proposals. 20% on pendingonability. Cal1Jay353-195.
any money raised. Please apply at 22
,ably fast.Mor F.'South End. Phone
Bromfield St. in Boston. 426-4469.
_Dave or _Kim evenings at 426-6025.

l

.

.

jobs offered

, Jf. MANAGING ED. (formerly Pub.)

jobs wanted

·.· We're looking for an open, responsible '
· GCN is looking for someone patient but ' hard-w.orking person to share the joy and
sweat of creating a cooperative commundecisive, with organizatiimal skills and
ity through a food coop, tea-sh_op, and
position of
1. leadership ability for the
Managing Editor. Call for information, recycle center. Contact Rising Earth or
426-4469 or come in for application to :New Union Coop, (617) 661-8782,
., GCN offices, 22 Bromfield St. in Boston,. ' (617) 354-8846, or (617) 277-4409.

TYPING DONE FAST
Reasonable rates & a good, accurately
typed manuscript are the reason to call
if you need a typist. Will pick up and
do on an IBM Electric or can use your
typewriter. Will also edit if necessary.
Marge 738-8673 or 426-4469.
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cl ass if i ed CLASS IFIE D_cl ass ifi ed'C LAS s IFIE Del as
Two spunky women and a van will move
you and your stuff. Rates: $IO per ho 11r
for the ·set of us. Call Chris or Jean at
864-6695 and make arrangements. We're
, insured too!
-

GAY CHRISTMAS CARDS:
Santa in high.heels. Dozen with envelopes $3.50 plus 25c pstg. Sample card
25c. PROUD MARY, P.O. Box 3515,
York, Pa. 17402.

PROFESSIONAL GWF LATE 30'S
seeks same 40-50, Boston area. Must be
attract, intell, mature. Into good food,
music, books. Own apt. and car. Wishes
PIONEER VALLEYGA Y UNiON (of new gay friends and possible relationWestern Mass.) welcomes women and
ship. Lesbians only, please--no bi's or
our informal meetings and diS'-- married. GCN Box 234.
men
MARCH AGAINST RACISM
·cussions every Thursday at 7:30 in the
Saturday, Dec. 14
hair styling salon of Lord Jeffrey Amherst Inn in Amherst (across from Grace _ _ __c_a_ll_(_6_1_7)_87_6_-_9_29_S_....,.,,,..__
Church). Join our family, a supportive
BIRTHDAY!
(§
and friendly group. Call (413) 253-2591 Surprise your friends with a birthday
for more information.
classified in GCN.

organizations·

NEW ENGLAND PREMIERE
GCN BENEFIT
The New England Premiere of "Passing
Strangers", winner of the first prize in
the San Francisco Erotic Film Festival
and called a landmark in proving pornography can be art. At the North Station
Cinema I, 276 Friend St. in Boston,
Wed., December 4, continuous showings noon to midnight.

PEACE WORK
GCN is lucky to have staff writer Sturgis Haskins keeping us up to date on gayla newsletter relating the latest developnews from Mame. But where are all you men ts in the world-wide growing peace
reporters from R.I., N.H,, C 01m., and 1movement. Write Peace Work, 48 Inman
Vt.? We welcome_ and need what .you
St., Cambridge, Ma. 02139. $3.00/yr.
for 11 issues_
have to offer. Wnte c/o News Editor,
GCN.
.

LEATHER GEAR CATALOG
MAJdRit Y REPO!tl'
Handcrafted Custom Leather S&M,
' Feminist News For Women-published
B&D Gear. Top quality, fast delivery. every other week. Subscr. $5.00/year;
reasonable prices. Complete, illustrated' 74 Grove St., NYC 10014.
THE GA y ALTERNATIVE
CATAL.OG only $2.00 w / name, adGay liberation quarterly. Reviews,
dress, Zip, and Age to: TANTALUS,
P.O. Box 9052-G, Boston, MA 0;2114. analysis, fiction, poetry, interviews.
New subscription rate-$3/6 issues. .
CHRISTMAS IS COMING
232 South St., Phi!adelp~ia, Pa. 19147
What better way to fill your friend's
stocking than with a gift subs_cription to
FOCUS
A Journll for lesbians, put out by BosGCN. 10 wee_ks for $2.50. Or special
B'NAI HASKALAH
OLIVIA RECORDS INC., a national
ton DOB. New,' exciting'format. 60c
. offer of 5 ten week subscriptions for
(Gay fewish Group) Meets for worship women's recording company, proudly 1
$10.00.
'silbple copy: $6.00 t:or 1 yeai': Send
Ciel
Workshop
Exhib.
&
Sale.
6
artists,
every Friday night at 8:30 PM at 131
offers its first album Meg Christian: I
- ---~~~-·
·
- check to-DOB, 419 Boylston St., Rm:
Cambridge St. (Old West Church). Ser- Know You Know. The album was proGCN DISTRIBUTION ROUTES-- 323 Boston MA 02116.
open studio, graphic, ceramics, paintings,
vice is followed by an Oneg Shabbat.
.
duced entirely by women. Bec;rnse we
.. ,
· People for GCN distribution routes on . 1 '
handcrafted cards & fabrics. Dec. 7 & 8,
All persons are welcome. For further in- cannot guarantee delivery by Christmas
Tuesdays needed urgently. Small com- ·.Gay and Feminist Literature ltesource
Sat.
12-6,
Sun.
1-7,
7
Sherman
St.,
Som.formation 265-640-9.
we are offering gift certificates. To ormissions; dependability_a must. Contact'List Free! Valuable Guide in obtaining
der gift certificates or records send
Charlestown line next to Sullivan StaMarion at GCN, 426-4469. . __
. · Books, Pamphlets, etc. Write: Southern
Worcester Gays come out. hin usaI1r2- $5.50+ SO/; mailing to: Olivia Records
Gay Liberator, P.O, Box 2118, Boca
tion
off
Main
St.
Franklin St., third floor. M8: F welpome. Inc., Box 1784 Main City Sta_, WashGAY GREETING CARDS
Raton, Fla. 33432. Self addressed and
ington, D.C: 20013
FREE JOY >Q@<G:r
For further info., wr;tt' W.G.U., Bo).{
Gayline Greetings is a company of gay ST AMPED envelope a must. Bookstores
Who
would
have
thought
that
Tues.
359, Fed. Sta., Worcester, Ma. 0160:h
women and men who produce tasteful, ,Send most recent catalog and get listed
HOP BROOK COMMUNE
afternoons could be such fun! Come
high-quality, gay-oriented greeting
GAY PEOPLE GAY
on our third li_t !i_~j__fREE__
GAY ORGANIZATIONS
help us fold and mail GCN.
cards at reasonable prices. Write for
RURAL
Li~ your coffers with silver by selling
The
Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter,
designs and order blank to Gayline
PO BOX 723 AMHERST MASS
STRAIGHT STUDS
Gay Greeting Cards. Several different
Box 4542, Portland, Me. 04112_ SubGWM
needs
practice
in
FR/GR
Arts.
Greetings,
PO
Box
1715,
Boston,
Ma.
designs, in time for the holidays. Liberal
scription $3.00/yr.
Seeks slim, straight studs in SE MA for
02105 ..
GWM, 40's, wishes to meet WM 21-25
financial arrangements with gay-lib
regular/oc.casi'onal/1 time practice sesfor
good
times
and
sincere
friendship.
groups. Write to: Group Sales, Gayline
sions. Married men who want a change
Dan Curzon, author of "Something You
No S/M, dope or hustlers. Box 283
~
Greetings, PO Box 1715, Boston, MA
Do In The Dark" is-starting a quarterly
470 Comm . Ave., Boston 02215. Thanks! of pace welcomed. Discretion on my
part g_uaranteed. Box 235.
02105.
called Gay LiteratuYI?, devoted to new
Thanks!
fiction, short stories, plays, novels-in
EAST CONN. ·GAY ALLIANCE GROUP
HELP!
GWF seeks a friend, 35-50 yrs-, for
DO YOU HAVE CHUTZPAH?_
progress, criticism, photography, poetry,
Gays Bis or undecided meet friends or
GCN really needs money. The expenses steady, quiet relationship_ Maybe love
Subscribe to C~ut~pah, radical Jewish
art, etc. The first issue is due out next
mate in group. Ages 20-60. Come to
involved in bringing you a well-written,
can develop: Hobbies: reading, crafts,
,newspaper, w~1ch mcl~des and we!month and it will cost $2 an issue or $7
rap and social session Sat. 8- IO pm. · informative paper every week are phewriting, some sports, good conversation. ·comes gay articles. Wnte: Chutzp_ah,
a year for 4 issues with special rates for
Call 889-7530 after 6 pm for details. nomenally high. Please contribute what Box 184, Westside Sta., Worcester, Mass. P.0.B. 60142, 1723 W. Devon, Chicago, libraries and institutions. From Dr. D.
you can.
• 01602.
Ill. 60660.
' Brown, Dept. of English, Cal State U,
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
Fresno, Cal. 93710.
CHURCH meets for worship every SunTHE
RHINO
LIVES
GWM 31 Needs HELP--BAD
day at 7 p.m., 131 Cambridge St., BosGA y HEALTH HANDBOOK. Basic VD ·
But the lavender rhino needs your help.
I need help for a place to live. Would
R.F.D.
ton (Old West Church). Fellowship Hour like to find a home. Will help keep it
information for gay women and men: a
Buy a button, t-shirt or poster and help
, A magazine for rural gays. Will publish
8:15 p.m. Revs. Lawrence Bernier,
the campaign_ Write Lavender Rhino,
short precis of venereal and sexually re~
clean. I am, on crutches and will be re4 to 6 times/ year depending on reader
Stephanie Bigusiak, and Jeffrey PuJling,
Inc., 7 Water St., Boston Ma. 02109 for
lated prob.Jems published by the Gay_
ceiving welfare because I am unable to
response. Subscr. $2 -00/yr. Write RFD,
pastors. All persons are welcome. Teleprice sheet and more information . Thanks Community Services Center and Femi- P.O. Box 161, Grinnell, Iowa 50112.
work. I can cook, clean house and will
phone (617) 523-7664.
.
•
. -.
nist Women's Health Center, Los Angedo my share. Am now on the street.
Persons mtercsted concrete ac!1v~t1es 1 s·111gle co ies are obtainable free
AGAZINE
Help me. GCN Box 236.
P
d
d
WIN M
.
for promotmg a femm1st and socialist
es.
. th
t
(enclose a stamped self-ad resse enve- -Peace and freedom thru non-violent
135 yr. old lesbian feminist new in BosT
lope) from: VD Pamphlet, GCSC, 161 4 action -Subscription $7/year. WIN Box
~~;:~
2; 7
0 /re
ton seeks contact with others of similar
\Hite c/o GCN . Y
Wilshne ·Btvd., Los Angeles, CaL90017. Sjl,_!,_~ifton_, ~_'C~ _
I'm an Aries, 5'10", 170 lbs. I love
age, not into drugs or bars; wants to
David Bowie, New York Dolls, and all
meet someone real for quiet sincere reClassified-Ad deadline is Saturday Noon (prior to Tuesclassical music. I'm into sports such as '
Rates: $1.00 per week fo~ the first 140
lationship; likes music, women's poetry,
day QuJ>!ication).
.
tennis, baseball, and basketbalL I'm
· characters, 50¢ per week for each additional 70
laughter. Write Box 238 .
Mail addressed to box numbers can be picked up at
. presently incarcerated at Soledad, ~alif.,
characters. Headlines 50¢ per week for a
, the GCN office dur,ing regular office hou~s. (10 a:m. to
WESTPORT CONN AREA GWF 27
but am originally from Newport, Rhode
maximum of 25 characters. Box numbers are
9
pm
Mon
to
Thurs;l_
0
am
to
6
pm
Fn.
to
Sun.;
would like to meet neighboring sisters
Island. I would like to write to brothavailable for a charge of $1.00 for 6 weeks if
All ads must be paid in advance. Make check ar mon_ey order
for whatever. Very tired of bars &
ers interested in politics, and someone
you plan to pick up mail at the office, or $2.00
pay.obis ta. "Gay Community News" or "GCN." 22 Brbmfieldi
games--(203) 226-4182 Box 237_
who will accept me for what J.am; not
for 6 weeks if you want the mail forwarded to
S1.,
:
Bastan
.
.
Mass.
02108
_
_
for what I've been. William (Billy) Deyou: the $2.00 charge inch1des the cost of
SA VE THE WHALE BENEFIT
Include area code in all telephone numbers appearing in ad.
Witt, PO Box B-34742, Soledad, Calpostage or mail we send along to you at the end
Fri. Dec. 13 from 7:30 to midnite at
Replies to box numbers should be sent la: GCN Classified Bax
93960.
of the 3rd and 6th week. (If you want mail
Nameless Coffeehouse, 3 Church St.,
Number , . . . 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 02108 .
forwarded more often, please include 50¢ above
Cambridge. Folk, whale music, slides,
Na ads accepted by phone.
Dear love,
info. 38000 Great Whales will be
the $2 charge for each additional time you
GCN reserves the right ta edit ar reject advertising which may
I am looking for some of my understand- slaughtered this year!! Come celebrate
want your mail forwarded.)
result in legal action.
ing people to write to me. I am gay and · their lives!
Headlines------·---·-·--·--·--·at 50/; per week---GCN has na control aver classified advertisers; hence, we
very proud of it. I am 33 yrs, white,
--------------First 140 characters- ...... at $1.00 per week--cannot assure you that your inquiry will be answered ar that
5'8", dark hair and eyes. I am a prisoner
HCHS NEEDS YOU
Each additional
the product ar se,vice is accurately presented.
here with a bunch of nuts who try to
Desperately wanted--one energetic soul
70 characters ____________ at SO{ per week---work me over every day. I hope that some to organize fund-raising events-free enP.lease circie.the heaclihg under wnkli yo'u Want yoiiiFORWARD Box No __ ... .at $2.00 for 6 weekstry to all events you-dream up. Call
Paula 369-6434_
one out there will correspond with me.
ad fo a110ear:
PICK UP Box No-----····-·at $1.00 for 6 weeksMuch Gay. Love. Bobby Rhodus, 136097, - - - - - - - - - - - - - APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
Forwardings beyond 2 ... at SO/; additional
Box 787, Lucasville, Ohio 45648.
Number
forwarding _ _ _ __
JOBS OFFERED JOBS WANTED ORGANIZATIONS
ATTN: WHERE IS MY KIND OF
WOMAN? Have you tried the Thurs.
PEN PALS PERSONALS
RESORTS
RIDES
GREETINGS
Weeks ••• ; ....... ·_ TarAL •••••••
I've been incarcerated for more than 4½ DOB older women's rap sessions? 8 pm,
ROOMMATES SERVICES WANTED
MISCELL.
years without a for-real friend. It's need- 419 Boylston St., Rm. 323. If you have 1 LOST AND FOUND
PUBLICATIONS
less to say how much I'll appreciate any been, come back and give it another try .
Lois
and
I
have
met
some
beautiful
wouse one box for each
number of correspondences_ I ·return to
men and made many friends through
society in early '75. Charles Betts,
character or space
Love, Sheri
D-23236-12-2211, P_O. Box 747, Starke, DOB.
Fla. 32091.
TO MY HONEY
May each day be better than the 1..1st,
Hello, Pen Pals,
and twice as long. I will miss you this
I've been in confinement for 3 years
Thanksgiving. Love, MH.
and am suffering from the dreadful disHEADING FOR PUERTO RICO?
.ease known as loneliness. Please write.
Unless you dig fat and forty, I wish to
Your kindness will never be abused by
.. $1
limit my offer to friendly tips on enme. Born and raised in .Boston, am
joying our gay and lovely island. A new
Black, 5'8" tall, 23 yrs_.Write: Robert
GCN subscriber. Ernie P_ 618-A El
Lee Scott, 0-34397, U-l-N-10, P.O. Box
Monte, San Juan _
747, F.S.P., Starke, Florida 32091.
- - ·- FREE INEZ GARCIA
This woman is now serving 5 years to life '
for killing one of the 2 men who raped
- her. We must work to free Inez, and to
Older man needs frind/companion/lover. make the public realize the way women
Name ........................................................ .
Likes good food, good music, & low\v'ho are raped are treat~d by our ~o-.
Address .................................................... .
keyed relationships_ Travel's fun too.
c~ety and courts, Rape 1s not sex; 1t _is
Full name, address and telephone number of advertiser must
City ....................................... State ........... .
Gentle genuiness important. Hartfordv10lence_ The perpetr~tors of such v10be given with each ad. This i~formation is ·strictly confidential;
Farmington-Canton Conn. area. Write
lence mus~ be dealt with, not the woZip ...................Phone ............................... .
however, we cannot print yaur'i1'd without it.
GCN Box 227 _
man who IS raped.
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MOUTH OF THE DRAGON
A poetry journal of male love on sale at
Everybody's Autobiography, Grolier
Bookshop, The Red Book. Also Androgyny Bookshop, Montreal, & Meridian
Books, Philadelphia. "A celebration of
our selves."

---------------· resorts

ONONDAGA FARM, SALEM, N.Y.
Gay guest farm in sylvan mountain setting open on weekends. Four hour drive
from Boston. $60/couple incl. room,
5 meals, and undisturbed use of 400acre farm . For information, call
617-358-4067.

room,mates
GAY Mor F ROOMATE NEEDED
For 3 bdrm apt. in Camb w/ lg lvrm +
lg kitch. Rent $61.25 mo.+ util. Sec.
dep. req. Call Mike 7-llpm. Mon-Sat.
868-0019 for more information.
Shy, creative, GWM 28 (bar cruising, f- }
seeks expd 24-30 extrovert for sincere,
discreet relationship: own sunny 9 by 12
rm. $25, pwk ; come and see sometime,
617-734-1233 after 6.
GWM, 32, well-educated, professional,
seeks stable GWM professional to share
fully furnished 3 bedroom townhouse in
Waltham. Call 899-9458.

GAY DATES
WANTED
WHITCH
Surely there must be some gay women
Choose your own date from our lists.
Four women who make good music.
Info includes city, physical description, or men who cannot come out, but
For booking information call Elaine,
would be willing to donate money to
social interests, and sexua"l preferences.
665days (617) 536-5836; eves (617)
the various struggling gay organizations.
$5 fee en titles you to a revised list of 2
7007.
months. Rush the above info with $5 to (this newspaper, for example.) We must
Gay Dates, Box 337, Kenmore Station, 1all work together each in our own way.
.
' Boston 02215 .
HCHS NEEDS YOU .
BOOK I5RI'v'E
Desperately wanted-one energetic soul
to organize fund-raising events-free en- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • T o e HCHS Library urgently needs gay
books, periodicals, and pamphlets,
SEAPORT CLUB
try to all events you dream up. Call
books on psychology and counselling.
Paula 369-6434.
Share books you have already read witn
Portsmouth, N.H.
.ROOMMATE.
others by bringing them to HCHS,
Upstairs from Big Daddy's
\
ORBIT ESOTERIA
Room 403,419 Boylston St., Boston .
436-9451
(603)
Phone
St.
Daniel
collection
pleasant
a
created
has
Demian
.ENTERPRISES
(Ring the bell 4 times if the·door i&
Open 6 p.m.-1 a.m·.
of cartoons and mandalas, a mix of 20
•. ·.·~ - - · r.19"1
l~c~ed.) ~ - - - ..ut!J'i;.)
ROOM,
GAME
LIQUOR,
IBEER,
$3
Send
images
erotic
mildly
and
holy
DISCOJOCKEY
DANCING
.
.
. Personal, ·confidential service for gay m
'
postal or bank money order (please no
women. and men.
personal checks) to Demian, 389 Amity
_St., Amherst, Ma. 010:.c0:.::2c:..·- TYPESEl1ING for GAY COMMUNITY
Appointment Only
Use ourfacilities (IBM Composer) to
ANDROGYNY BOOKSHOP
BOSTON BAIL PROJECT
your booklet or publication.
produce
A wide selection of gay, feminist and
Most people who are arrested are alCall Linda or Doug
lowed bail. The rich can always pay. The Good rates. (We are GCN's typesetter.) non-sexist children's books. Come and
..
Write: GCN Box 69.
267-1833, 742-0681
visit when you're in Montreal. 1217
poor often languish in dirty cells just
Cresent St., Montreal (514) 866-2131.
help.
can
You
poor.
are
because they
GAY WOMEN to share our home, $80- Contact the Boston Bail Project, 1151
1
OPENING!
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02138, or
$70/mo. Near Universities & 1 block
"TOTALLY OFF THE BEATEN PATH"
to trans. Age no factor. PO Box 527,
call (617) 491-1575 .
Roxbury Crossing, Mission Hill, BosMECHANICS GARA'.GES ETC. Photos by E. Braverman and E. Roth.
ton, MA 02021. 731-4339 .
GAY IIEALTII NIGHT
The Elaine Noble truck has been don- Opening Sun. 11/17 /74 Prospec~ St.
·t Gallery, 188 Prospect St. Cambndge,
k
h I
N C
W,·dncsday evening:, (6 : 30-9:30) at
ated to GC . an you e pus eep 1
4 :00 PM .
FENWA Y COMMUNITY HEALTH
running? Con tact Marion at GCN (61 7) - --- - · · - ·--~· -CENTER 16 lbviland Street. Boston
BICENTENARIO SIN COLONIAS
4264469 _We now have wheels!
267-7573 General m.:dical (including
_ _ __ ____________ Let's have a Bicentennial without colonCHRISTMAS IS COMING
YD) for Gay \H>mcn and men. Coies. Support an independent Puerto Rico.
NEEDED DESPERATELY
What better way to bring happiness to
sponsored by HOMOPHllY COM
GCN needs a good used typewriter. Got , For more information, call (617) 266your friends than a gift subscription to
MUNITY HEAL TH SERVICE.
~a_!lging aroumE Donate one today! 14613.
GCN.

2F + lM in roomy Dorchester household seek one additional person. Located
near Fields Corner with lots of space,
sunshine, and plants, also one cat. Seeking someone who is quietly gregarious,
and willing to work at making the place
real homey. Call John, Kathy, or Mary
Ellen at (617) 282-4977, and we'll arrange to have you to supper.

rn
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NO. STATION
• 1•

If you'r.e looking for it,
and it's around,

WORTH WAITING FOR • • •

you'll find it at

JACQUE'S

WHITCH

227 -6651

79 Broadway, Boston

In a Benefit Performance for GCN

if it Isn't at Jacque's
it isn't around.

FRIDAY, DEC. 13, 9:00 P.M.
at the Charles Street Meetinghouse
70 Charles St., Boston

atre By The S

Beer Available

$2 Donation

res Street Portsmouth, N.

~0:'

•A·;:,"

,lo~f~• .

ADULT

, COMEDY

ALWAYS PLAYING
THE FINEST IN
ALL MALE-X RATED MOTION PICTURES!

PIANO BAR
GAME ROOM
DANCING

NEW SHOWS EVERY WEDNESDAY!

1270

1270 BOYLSTON ST.
BOSTON, MASS.

Thurs. & Fri. at 8:30
$3.75
Sat. & Sun. at 5:00 $3.15
Sat. at 9:00 $4.25
Wed. at 2:00 $3.26
Student
Rates-present ID
by Frank Marcus

Reservations

431-6660
RESERVE NOW

BOSTON AREA -

(area code 617)

864-8181
Bisexual Rap Counseling Group
536-6197
Boston Gay Youth
734-7223
Boston College Homophile Union
Boston University Homophile League 353-3635
B'nai Haskalah (Gay Jewish Group) 265-6409
354-8807
Cambridge Women's Center
523-0368
Charles Street Meetinghouse
241-8357
Charlestown Gay Neighbors' Assn.
227-9469
Civil Liberties Union of Mass.
492-6450
Closet Space (WCAS 740 AM)
262-1592
Daughters of Bilitis
Dignity /Boston
c/o 1105 Boylston St. , Boston 02215
Emerson Homophile Society for the Arts
Rm. 34, 96 Beacon St., Boston 02108
536-9826
Fag Rag
Fenway Community Health Center 267-7573
267-0516
Fengay, c/o Thom Nylund
266-2069
Gay Academic Union
536-3285
523-0368,267-0764,
Gay Alert
426-4469
Gay Community News
868-5729
Gay Media Action
783-1627
Gay Media Action Advertising
266-5477
Gay Hotline (1-9 Tu,Th; 1-5 W)
232-6323
Gay Nurses Alliance
Gay People of UMass/Boston 287-1900x2396
547-1451
Gay Speakers Bureau
353-2790
Gay Way Radio (WBUR 90.9 FM)
864-8181
Gender Identity Service
536-9826
Good Gay Poets
738-0481)'.
Hang In There Help-Line (H.I.T.)
Homophile Community Health
266-5477
Servi~e
536-6197
Homoph1le Union of Boston
Rhinoceros Radio, WBCN-FM 104,l 266-1111
Lesbian Liberation (c/o Women's
Center)
354-8807
'Lesbian Mothers
354-8807
r,~,w.iin Therapy Research•Project
354-880'7
H.!l1va,r<l.-Rad_c li.ffo Gay Group
498-:4244

QUICK GAY GUIDE

Metropolitan Community Church
MIT Student Homophile League
National Organization for Women
OtherFund Inc. (.Gay United Fund)
c/o GCN, Box 3000
Project Place
Fr. Paul Shanley
Unitarian. GaY. Caucus
Waltham-Watertown Gays, Bo x 7100
Women' s Community Health Center
Cambridge
Tufts Gay Community, c/o HUB

523-7664
253-5440
267-6160

267-9150
267-0764
282-4977
c/o GCN
·
547-2302
536-6197

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS (AC 617)
Dignity /Merrimack Valle y
P·.o. Box 348, Lowell 01853
Homophile Union of Montachusett
P.O. Box F5, Leominster
MOC / Worcester

756-073ti-

Provmcetown 24-Hour Drop-in
487-0387
Center
Provincetown Homophile Assistance League,
Box 674, Provincetown 02657
999-1070
New Bedford Women's Clinic
SMU Gay Alliance, SMU Campus Center,
N. Dartmouth 02747
Worcester Gay Union
752-8330

WESTERN MASS.

(area code 413)

Amherst Gay Hotline
(men & women)
Every',l(oman's Center (Amherst)
Gaybr.!!.11l<: Radio (WMUA-FM, 91.9)
.Hampshire College Gay Friends
Pioneer Valley Gay Union, Amherst
Gl!X Women's C~ucus(Amherst)

545-0154
545-0883
545-2876
542-4889
253-2591
545-3438

Springfield Gay Alliance
Southwest Women's Center
UMass Student Homophile League
Valley Women's Center (Northampton)

RHODE ISLAND

583-3904
545-0626
545-0154
586-2011

(area code 401)

Brown University Gay Liberation, c/o Student
Activities Office,Brown U.,Providence 02912'
Dignity /Providence,Box 2231,Pawtucket 02861
942-2094
Gay Women of Providence
Homophile Community Health
Service (Providence)
274-4737
MCC Providence & Coffee House
831-3773
Kingston Gay Liberation
792-5817

VERMONT

(area code 802)

658-3830,862-2397
Gay In Vermont
Gay Students Org., Box 501,
. Goddard College, Plainfield 05667
862-7770,863-32:t't
Vermont Gay Women
862-5504 ·
Women's Swit<:nboard
863-1386
Counseling for Gay Women & Men
658-3830, 862-2397
Gay Male Counseling

CONNECTICUT

(area code 203)

George W. Henry Foundation,
522-2646
' Hartford
Gay Alliance at Yale, 2031 Yale Sta., ·
New Haven 06520
Gay Alliance: c J_o QConn Women's
486-4738
·
Center
568-265.S ·
Kalos/Gay Liberation Hartford
Institute of Social Ethics/National Gay Archives,
1 Gold St., Suite 22B, Hartford 06103
547-1281
.

522-5575
MCC Hartford
522-5575
Hartford Gay Counseling
Women's Liberation Center,Hartford 523-8949

(area code 603)

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Univ. N.H. Gay Students Organization,
c/o Memorial Union, Durham 03824
' Women's Group, P.O. Box 137,Northwood 03261
(DO NOT use "gay" on any mail to this group)
Seacoast Area Gay Alliance
Box 1424, Portsmouth 03801

(area code 207)

MAINE

Bangor Unitarian Gay Caucus,
P.O. Box 1046, Bangor 04401
Brunswick Gay Women's Group,
136 Maine St., Brunswick 04011
Gay Rights Organization (GRO),
P.O. Box 4542, Portland 04114
Gay Support and Action,
183 Main St., Bangor 04401
Hancock County Gays,
_ P.Q. Box 275, Ellsworth 04605
l,_a!Ilbda, 7 Nancy Rd., Brunswick 04011
Maine Gay Task Force
Box 4542, Portland 04144
The Bridge, Box 901, Roberts Union,
Colby College, Waterville 04901
Wilde-Stein Club, Memorial Union,
University of Maine, Orono 04473
Maine Freewoman's Herald,
Box 488, Brunswick 04011
Maine Gay Indians, c/o Deanna Francis,
Passamaquoddy Library,Pleasant Point 04667
Gay Liberation Front, c/o Charlie Hamor,
General Delivery, Calais 04619
Lewiston Gay Rights Organization,
147 Park St., Lewiston 04240
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Dec 3 thru 28

·COMING
3 tues
Community Meeting with GCN to rally
the support we so badly J1eed. If you have
ever thought of giving your energies to
help this part of the gay community and
have not got 'round to doing so, or if you
want to do more than you already have,
this is the time when we need you to be
with u~ as never before. If GCN has been
of value, if you think there is still a place
for it in our life, it is now that we must all
put the pieces together. Please make a
showing at 7:30 at the office, 22 Bromfield
St., Boston. The paper YGU save will be
your OW[l!

• •••••••••••••••••••••
The Charlestown (Mass.) Gay Neighbors
Association will hold its monthly meeting
today. For time and location call ( 617)
241-8357.

A day long film benefit for GCN will hap- ·
pen today at the North Station Cinema I,
276 Friend St., Boston. Film will be highly
acclaimed art/porn film "Passing Strangers" by Arthur J. Bressan Jr. The film,
whose premiere this will be in Boston, has
been heralded as " ... a well polished story
with excellent photography, touches of humor, good sound, exciting sex ... unusual
technical polish ... a great sense of style."
· Screening will begin at 12 noon and be continuous about every hour and a half, with
the last show at midnight. Admission at the
door will be $4.00.

tburs

6 lri

7 sat ·
Bill Homans Jr., singer-musician-s.ongwriter,
-and Esso Kugush, poet, will perform their
respective specialties today at 8 pm at the
Stone Soup Gallery, 313 Cambridge St.,
Boston. This will be 9n open party in honor
of Esso's one full year of poetic· editorial
broadsides, published and dispensed on
alternate Saturdays on the Boston Common. Bring a donation, eats, drinkables,
and good vibes.
Boston area Active Gays will hold their
monthly brunch today at 11 am at the
Charles Street Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St.,
Boston. All are welcome.

For women only: Two films, When This
You See Remember Me, Biography of G.
Stein, Lavender. 7:00 pm at Old West
Church, 131 Cambridge St., Boston. Sponsored by MCC Woman's Caucus. Adm. ·soc.
GCN will hold another special Governing
Board meeting tonight at 7:30 pm for the
purpose of hiring a new office manager,
and perhaps a new managing editor if there
are e·nough applicants and if there is time.
Everyone who works on the paper, paid or
volunteer, has a vote and is therefore urged
to attend. To be held at the office, 22
Bromfield St., Boston.

everyweek

Zodiac.

7: 3[) ,_,, , '·-Gay Support and Action Group,
Bangor, Maine
7:30 pm.:...Pioneer Valley Gay Union, Lord Jeffrey's Hair Salon, Amherst Inn, Amherst
WEDNESDAYS
12 noon-8 pm-Provincetown Drop-In Center
· 7:30 pm-MCC Ecume~ic~I-Choir practice, Old
has these hours especially for gay problems.
West Church, 13f"cambridge St.; Boston
Come in or call. See Quick Gay Guide.
7 :30 pm-Gay Womenis Caucus and Rap,
2:00 pm-SMU Gay Alliance gay/straight rap,
UM ass/ Amherst, Campus Center
group one, Rm. 108
8:00 pm-Otherfund Inc. meet at GCN office,
7:00 pm-SMU Gay Alliance Men's Rap, 2nd
.
22 Bromfie14.St,, .Boston
•
floor, campus center
8:00 pm- DOB Rap for Older :Women, 419 .Boyls·• ·
ton St., Rm. 323
7-10 pm-MCC Health Center, 75 Empire St.,
Providence
8:00 pm-Lesbian Liberation meeting, Women's
7:30 pm-SMU Gay Alliance, Student Senate
Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge
Chambers, Campus Center, North Dart8: 30 pm-Harvard-Radcliffe Gay Group, Phillips
mouth, Mass.
Brooks House, Harvard Yard, Cambridge
9:00 pm-Gay Way Radio, WBUR 90.9 FM
7:30 pm-W_aitham-Watertown_Gay_s, meet and
7pm-?-MCC/Providence Coffee House, 75 Em•upp, Box ·7100 c/o GCN (2nd and 4th Weds.)
·
pire St.
7:30 pm-Worcester Singles Rap,°(j517) 756Evenings-Gay Rights Organization, Portland, M!e,
' .
0730 for details .
FRIDAYS
8pm-MCC/Providence, prayer and rap group,
11 :00 am-SMU Gay Alliance lesbian rap, Gay
•
75 Emoire St. .
Allianr.e office
10:15 pm- "Gaybreak Radio," on WMUA-FM,
12:30 pm-UMass/Boston Gay Group, Columbia
91.1 me. (1st and_3rd Wednesdays)
Point, College II, room 620
7-11 pm - MCC/Providence Coffee House, 75
7:00 pm- Wilde-Stein Club, Univ. of Maine,
Empire St.
Memorial Union
THURSDAYS .
6:15 pm-WBCN-FM "Rhinoceros" radio show,
8:30 pm- B'nai Haskalah, Old West Church,
104.1, Boston
Boston

8 sun
Gay Academic Union of New England will
present a progra!Jl entitled "Towards Community-an account of the New York City
Gay Academic Union Conference" held over·
the Thanksgiving weekend. Will start at 2
pm in room 14E-304, at the Mass. Institute
of Technology, Mass. Ave. and Memorial
Drive in Cambridge, Mass.
D.O.B. Fifth Birthday Party, 9 pm at Saints.
Snacks, birthday cake, dancing. Adm. free.
All women invited. Come help us ceiebrate.
Entre Nous, a non-profit organization dedicated to the leather and denim gay persons,
will hold a flea market today from I pm
to 5 pm at Bob White's 1270, 1270 Boylston St., Boston. Booths are available; write
Entre Nous, P.O. Box 2063, Boston, Mass.
02106.

Mass. Chapter of the Gay Nurses Alliance
will meet at 7:30 p.m . Open to gay or
straight RNs, PNs, nursing aides, attendants, and student nurses interested in improving health care for gay people. See
article elsewhere in this issue for more info.
Call (617) 232-6323 or 354-4169 for directions.
·8:30 pm ~ UConn Gay Alliance•, Inner College
Trailer, 'R' lot, off N. Eagleville Rd., Storrs,
Conn.
7pm-? - MCC/Providence Coffee House, 75 EmpireS!.
.SATURDAYS
1 :00 pm- Boston Gay°Youth, 536-6197 ·
2:00 pm.:...Boston Gay Youth, open rap & meeting, 419 Boylston St., Rm. 509
3:00 pm- Worcester Gay Union Radio, WCUW
91.3 FM
8:00 pm- Gay Support and Action, dance at
23 Fra.pklin St., Bangor, Maine
7pm-?-MCC/Providence Coffee House

SUNDAYS

10:30 am-Closet Space, WCAS, 740 .AM
· 1 :00 pm-DOB softball, Magazine Beach, Cambridge
2-4 pm- Gay Women of Providence rap, etc.
942-2094
Gay A's" Alcohoiics rap, Old West
2:30 pmChurch, 131 Cambridge St., Boston
4:00 pm-MIT SHL meeting, Rm. 1-132 ·(first
& third Sundays)
4:00 pm - MCC/Worcester services at Central
Congregational Church, 6 Institute Rd.,
Worcester
5 :30 pm- Exodµs Mass, St. Clement's Church,
1105 Boylston St., Boston
. 6:30 pm - Gay Church Services, 23 Franklin St..
-Bangor, Maine

Quick Gay Guide ... see page 11
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A meeting will be held today at 2:30 pm
for all persons concerned with the upcoming 1975 season of the Great and General
Gay Support and Action of Bangor, Maine
Court of Massachusetts (Mass. State Legiswill hold a discussion of Food Co-ops today lature), and the proposal and abettment of
at 7:30 pm at 138 Main St., Bangor. If .
pro-gay legal reforms, including anti-disyou've ever thought about how you get
crimination bills for the areas of housing,
your food, you may be interested in being
. employment, and so forth. Also attempted
at this discussion. If you've never thought
again will be the decriminalization of those
about how you get your food, you should
old bugaboos, "unnatural acts." Any wishstart.
ing to work in any aspect of this campaign
are urged to come to the Charles Street
Meetinghouse, 70 Charles St., Boston for
1 this afternoon's oq~anization meeting.
MCC/Boston will sponsor a Couples' PotLuck Supper tonight at 7 pm at Old West
Church, 131 Cambridge St., Boston. "Vir
Amat", a)llm about a gay male couple
made by the Glide M~morial Church of
San Francisco, will be shown. All gay
couples of whatever sex are welcome, and
ought to bring a hot dish, salad, or desert
Benl!1'1 Tiger (Tiuri• regalis).
to share.

§
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12 tburs
Gay' Support and Action, 138 Main St.,
Bangor, Maine, will present a--tliscussion
entitled "Celery and Exercise" on losing
weight at 7:30 pm. John Croxford will lead
the discussion .

IJlri
GCN will hold a dance for its financial benefit tonight at 9 pm at the Charles Street
Meetinghouse, 70 .Charles St., Boston. Featured will be the women's band "Whitch."
Donation at the door will be $2.00. Beer in
cans will be available for sale at the dance.
Y'all come .

14sat
'

Boston's Gay Jewish congregation, B'nai
Haskelah, will hold its first fund-raising
Chanukah party this afternoon starting at
3 pm and continuing till 11 pm at the
Charles Street Meetinghouse, 70 Charles
St., Boston. Share the joy, Jew or non-Jew,
gay or straight. Donation will be $5.00, by
ticket only. For more information call
(617) 265-6409.
A nationwide demonstration will be held
today in support of integrated quality education. Boston will hold a mammoth rally
and march, with featured speaker the Rev.
Dr. Ralph Abernathy. The rally coordinators have asked for the organized participation of the gay community, so we plan to
march in support under a "One Battle, Many
Fronts- Boston Gay Liberation" banner.
Meet at the GCN office, 22 Bromfield
St., Boston, at 11 :30 AM.

Gay Support and Action of Bangor, Maine,
will hold a Gala Holiday Ball tonight at
8 pm in the Gay Community Center, 23
Franklin St., Bangor. There will be a buffet
and live entertainment. Tickets will be
$4.00 in advance, and $5.00 at the door.
BYOB.

Please subinit calendar items to Calendar Editot,\~1;<1-, noon on Thurs~
prior to the date of publication.
6:30 pm-MCC Boston ·hymn-sing, worship and
fellowship, Old West Church, Boston
7:00 pm-MC'CProvidence services, 75 Empire
St., Providence. 831-3733
7:30 p~f-MCC Hartford. St. Paul's United
..
· ·Me.thodist Church, 1 Amity St.
8:00 pm-Worcester Gay Union, 82 Franklin St.
Worcester, Rm. 31
7pn1-?-MCC/Providence Coffee House

MONDAYS

.

.

10:00 am-Gay News, WCAS, 740 AM
5:30 pm-Women's Community Health.Center
open house, 137 Hampshire St., Cambridge,
Mass.
7:00-10:00 pm-Bisexual Phone Line, 266-5347
7:30 pm- DCB Lesbian Mothers Rap, 419 Boylstol) St.,_Rm. 323
7·1 ~ _pm - MCC/Providence Coffee House"

TUESDAYS·

7<Q0 pm-Lesbian Therapy Research Projed, I
· Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge 1
7:30 pm- DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boylston St. ·
Rm. 323
7:30 pm- Transvestite Rap, 419 Boylston. St.,
· Rm. 415 (first and third Tuesdays)
7'.30 pm-MCC prayer group, 75 Empire St. ,
Providence, 831-3773. Rao session follows
8 pm-Springfield Gay Alliance, 1st and 3rd
,Tuesdays, First Unitarian Church, 245 Porter
.
Lake Prive, Soringfield;
i-11 pm - MCC;Prov10ence Coffee House

